Changes in retinal nerve fiber layer thickness following mechanical microkeratome-assisted versus femtosecond laser-assisted LASIK
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Purpose: To study the influence of the transient elevation of intraocular pressure during suction in laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) on the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness both in microkeratome assisted and femtosecond (FS) LASIK.

Patients and methods: An interventional case series that included 40 eyes suffering from myopia who were candidates for LASIK. All underwent Wave Front Guided LASIK by the same surgeon using the VisX CustomVue platform. A corneal flap was created in 20 eyes using a mechanical microkeratome Moria M2 (MMK), while the IFS IntraLase™ was used in the remaining 20 eyes. Mean suction time was recorded from “Suction ON” to “Suction OFF” time. Optic cube and RNFL thickness analysis using Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography (SD-OCT) Cirrus-HD was completed before, and 1 month after LASIK.

Results: The study included 40 eyes of 20 patients. All were females with mean age 33.5 ± 6.4 years. Mean preoperative spherical equivalent was −3.62 ± 2.31D. Average preoperative RNFL thickness was 94.6 ± 12.1 μm in MMK group while the postoperative average thickness was 95.1 ± 11.9 μm with no statistically significant difference (P-value: 0.37). Average preoperative RNFL thickness was 108.2 ± 8.4 μm in FS group compared to 108.38 ± 11.2 μm in the postoperative average with no statistically significant difference (P-value: 0.94). Mean “Suction ON” to “Suction OFF” time was 22 seconds in the MMK group compared to 41 seconds in the FS group.

Conclusion: The rise of intraocular pressure during application of suction ring in LASIK surgery does not affect the RNFL thickness as measured by SD-OCT, whether the flap is created by MMK or FS.
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Introduction

Over the past 15 years, laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) has become the most popular refractive procedure. It has dominated the refractive surgery arena with its relative safety. This procedure involves a transient elevation in intraocular pressure (IOP) by the suction ring, and as most of the operated patients are myopic, concerns about retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) damage and optic nerve affection are justified.¹

Femtosecond (FS) machines have revolutionized the creation of flaps for LASIK using a neodymium laser at 1.053 nm to dissect corneal tissue through microphotodisruption. This has increased the ability to create very uniform and thin flaps with greater biomechanical stability. These machines have been shown to elevate the IOP to a lower extent than traditional mechanical microkeratomes (MMKs); however, the “suction ON” to “suction OFF” time is considerably higher.² Vetter et al³ showed IOP elevation up to 150 mmHg with flat corneal application interfaces and up to 65 mmHg with curved corneal interfaces.
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive quantitative objective method that provides a real-time in vivo image of the retina. Spectral Domain (SD)-OCT uses a diode laser wavelength of 840 nm with a scan rate of at least 20,000 axial measurements per second, thus providing better resolution compared to earlier time domain OCT. Therefore, better image acquisition with fewer artifacts becomes feasible with the possibility of generating three-dimensional images.

Many studies reported the use of SD-OCT in evaluating RNFL thickness and its value in detecting glaucomatous damage with moderate to reasonably high sensitivity. It is noted that RNFL thickness measurements obtained by different SD-OCT machines are not entirely compatible and should not be used interchangeably.

The aim of this study is to assess the influence of the transient elevation of IOP during suction in LASIK on the RNFL thickness both in microkeratome-assisted and FS laser-assisted LASIK.

**Material and methods**

This is an interventional case series that included 40 myopic eyes of 20 patients scheduled for LASIK treatment. Patients were subdivided into two groups, each including ten patients. Following the rules of our ethical committee, each patient was treated with the same modality in both eyes.

All patients had a complete ophthalmological examination, corneal pachymetry, and topography to rule out any LASIK contraindications (for example, ocular disease, ocular surface disorder, glaucoma, corneal thickness below 500 microns, and/or irregular corneal topography). Patients who had previous ocular or refractive surgeries were excluded, as well as patients who had peripapillary atrophy upon fundus examination.

Under topical anesthesia, all patients underwent wavefront-guided LASIK treatment using the VISX CustomVue platform (VISX, Abbott Medical Optics Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) by the same surgeon. The eye was fixated by a suction ring using 60 mmHg negative pressure that was gradually built. A corneal flap, 110 microns thick, was created using a 90-micron head MMK (Moria M2; Moria, Antony, France) in 20 eyes, while the remaining 20 eyes had a 100-microns thick corneal flap created by IFS IntraLase™ 150 HZ (Abbott Medical Optics Inc., Santa Ana, CA, USA).

The time of suction applied to the eye from “Suction ON” to “Suction OFF” was documented in each group, as were any intraoperative complications.

Goldmann applanation tonometry for IOP, as well as RNFL thickness measurements before, 1 week after, and 1 month after LASIK, were obtained. An SD-OCT instrument (Cirrus-HD OCT; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany) was used. The optical resolution of this machine is ~5 μm axially and ~25 μm transversely with a scan speed of 27,000 axial scans per second.

All measurements were taken between 11 am and 1 pm to eliminate the effect of diurnal variations on IOP, and any possible effect on RNFL thickness.

**Statistical analysis**

RNFL thickness parameters (overall average, superior average, inferior average, as well as nasal and temporal averages) were recorded and analyzed for mean and standard deviation values for both preoperative and postoperative measurements. Recorded parameters in the postoperative visits were compared to the preoperative parameters using Student’s paired t-test. Intergroup differences were evaluated using the independent samples t-test. A P-value below 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

This study included 20 female patients (40 eyes) with a mean age of 33.5 ± 6.4 years. The mean preoperative spherical equivalent was −3.62 ± 2.31 diopters. The average preoperative RNFL thickness was 94.6 ± 12.1 μm in the MMK group and 108.28 ± 8.4 μm in the FS group. No statistically significant difference was found between both groups with regards to these parameters.

The mean “Suction ON” to “Suction OFF” time was 22 ± 1.2 seconds in the MMK group compared to 41 ± 0.8 seconds in the FS group. The LASIK procedure was uneventful in all patients.

The mean RNFL thickness values, as well as the values in each quadrant in both pre-LASIK and 1 month post-LASIK scans are shown in Tables 1 and 2 for the MMK-assisted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Mean RNFL thickness value in μm measured by OCT before and after microkeratome-assisted LASIK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>Preoperative (Mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average RNFL thickness</td>
<td>94.6 ± 12.1 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior average</td>
<td>122 ± 20 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior average</td>
<td>120.1 ± 11.2 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal average</td>
<td>65.1 ± 13.4 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal average</td>
<td>70.9 ± 10.7 μm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** RNFL, retinal nerve fiber layer; OCT, optical coherence tomography; LASIK, laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis; SD, standard deviation.
group and the FS-assisted group, respectively, with no statistically significant differences in either group, or between both groups ($P > 0.05$). It is worth mentioning that the same RNFL thickness values were reported at 1 week and 1 month post-LASIK. The IOP measurements at each visit were within normal ranges, with no antiglaucoma medications.

### Discussion

In the current study, SD-OCT was used to evaluate the effect of applied suction during LASIK procedures on RNFL thickness in 40 myopic eyes, whether the flap was created by microkeratome or FS laser. LASIK-induced corneal alterations do not affect OCT imaging, making the latter (OCT imaging) reliable in RNFL thickness evaluation in treated eyes. The transient rise of IOP during suction was found to have no significant effect on RNFL thickness in either group.

Gürses-Ozden et al. as well as Tsai and Lin reported that RNFL thickness may decrease after uncomplicated LASIK procedures when measured by conventional scanning laser polarimetry (SLP) with a fixed corneal compensator. Yet in 2001, Gürses-Ozden et al. came to the conclusion that LASIK does not affect the RNFL thickness, as measured by OCT, SLP, and scanning laser tomography. The authors found that the changes present in the SLP thickness measurements were due to corneal alterations. Centonfanti et al. as well as Zangwill et al. confirmed these previous findings, and stated that the post-LASIK thinning of RNFL measured using SLP with a fixed corneal compensator can occur due to altered corneal birefringence, and may not actually be present.

Consequently, it is mandatory that changes in corneal birefringence are compensated for individually to obtain accurate RNFL thickness measurements. This fact was further supported by Dada et al. who used a glaucoma diagnostic variable corneal compensator (GDx VCC; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG) in SLP and found no difference in RNFL thickness pre- and post-LASIK. Aristeidou et al. evaluated the impact of photorefractive keratectomy and LASIK on RNFL in myopic patients using the same technique. No effect on RNFL thickness was detected in either of the studied groups.

In 2004, in an attempt to evaluate the RNFL function, Hosny found no significant visual field changes after LASIK. Furthermore, Sharma et al. compared the effect of LASIK and laser epithelial keratomileusis (LASEK) on RNFL thickness using the time domain OCT with no reported significant changes in RNFL parameters between the preoperative and postoperative measurements.

In this study, a new generation of SD-OCT was used for its higher sensitivity and better resolution in studying the RNFL. With the aid of this machine, it was found that LASIK does not affect RNFL thickness, whether performed with an MMK laser or FS laser, with the latter showing no superior results. Advances with liquid optical interfaces with no applanation at all are being developed to avoid excessive IOP elevation. Further studies on the ganglion cell layers could be of significance.
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### Table 2 Mean RNFL thickness value in μm measured by OCT before and after femtosecond-assisted LASIK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Preoperative (Mean ± SD)</th>
<th>1 month postoperative (Mean ± SD)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average RNFL thickness</td>
<td>108.28 ± 8.4 μm</td>
<td>108.38 ± 11.2 μm</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior average</td>
<td>111.25 ± 9.5 μm</td>
<td>110.85 ± 11.4 μm</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior average</td>
<td>111.8 ± 10.5 μm</td>
<td>111.87 ± 8.6 μm</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal average</td>
<td>85.5 ± 15 μm</td>
<td>86.6 ± 15.9 μm</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal average</td>
<td>79.2 ± 6.9 μm</td>
<td>77.5 ± 7.1 μm</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: RNFL, retinal nerve fiber layer; OCT, optical coherence tomography; LASIK, laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis; SD, standard deviation.


